
Force Play
⚫ Lets suppose that you have made it to first base safely and now the next batter comes up to 

bat.

⚫ Remember that you can only advance to second base or beyond if the next batter hits the ball 
or receives a walk; you are not allowed to ‘steal’ bases as in baseball or Fastpitch Softball.

⚫ However, if the next batter hits the ball into Fair Territory without it being caught in the air, you 
are forced to run towards second base because the batter runner is coming to occupy first base 
and no more than one runner per base is

⚫ allowed. In any situation where you as a baserunner are forced to advance, the defensive team 
can put you out simply by throwing the ball to a player standing on the base to which you’re 
advancing.

⚫ This is called a FORCE OUT (or Force Play). No tag is necessary - although the fielder can choose 
to tag you while you’re between bases if she wishes.

⚫ Let’s suppose that you’re a baserunner on first and the next batter hits a ground ball to the 
shortstop. You are forced to run to second, the batter runner is forced to run to first, and the 
defensive team has a choice of two possible FORCE OUTS - you or the batterrunner.

⚫ If they’re feeling ambitious and there are less than two outs, they can go for both of you; if 
they’re successful, this is called a DOUBLE PLAY. Typically, the shortstop would throw the baIl to 
the second baseplayer standing on second - that puts you out - and the second baseplayer
would throw immediately on to first base. If the throw reaches the first baseplayer

⚫ before the batter runner reaches the base, she too would be out and the defensive team would 
be feeling quite proud of themselves!

⚫ Force plays can apply at any base.

⚫ For example, if there are baserunners on all three bases (this is called BASES LOADED), then all 
the runners are forced to

⚫ run on the next hit that isn’t caught in the air, and the fielders could get a FORCE OUT at any 
base - including home plate.



Tag Play

⚫ You have probably already grasped the point that fielders must TAG 
OUT runners who are not forced to run; simply standing on the base 
with the ball won’t do.

⚫ Say you are the first batter in the inning and you hit a DOUBLE (a hit 
that allows you get to second base). When the next batter hits the ball 
and runs toward first, you don’t have to advance if you don’t want to, 
because no one is coming to occupy your base. It you do choose to 
head for third, you are UNFORCED and to put you out, a fielder must tag 
you with the ball in hand or glove before you reach your target base. In 
fact, you can turn around and run back to the

⚫ base you came from if that seems a wiser choice; no one is coming to 
occupy that base and it’s still yours!

⚫ There is a great deal of skill and judgement involved in baserunning and 
a good runner can often gain an advantage by forcing the defensive 
team to panic and make mistakes. So pay attention at all times, run 
hard and look for chances to take extra bases when the defenders 
make bad throws or simply aren’t paying attention.

⚫ Never give up on the possibilities until the umpire has called "Time!" 
and the play is over.



The Playing Field
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The Playing Field - Infield

⚫ How far?

Bases = 65ft

Pitching Plate = 50ft

Dead Ball Territory = 25-30ft
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Ground or Special Rules

⚫Ground rules establish the limits of the 
playing field when unable to conform to 
regulations

Short homerun boundary 

Immovable objects in outfield

⚫May be agreed upon by leagues

⚫Must be clearly explained to both teams

⚫Courtesy runners at discretion of league



Shoes

⚫ All players must wear shoes

⚫ Canvas or leather uppers or similar 
materials

⚫ Soles either smooth or with soft or hard 
rubber cleats
No nylon or plastic spikes

Round metal spikes or metal baseball 
spikes are illegal

No shoes with detachable cleats that 
screw onto base 
⚫ No exposed screw thread on sole

⚫ No open-toed sandals



Accessories

⚫ Jewellery

No items!

⚫ Includes leather or rubber wristband and 

necklaces

Medical alert bracelets or necklaces, may 

be worn, and must be taped to body

⚫ Casts/Prostheses

 All casts and splints must be padded

 Prostheses may be worn

⚫ Exposed hard surfaces must be padded



Players

⚫ A team must have the regulation minimum number of players 
present at start

 Starting number of players must be maintained throughout game

 Fewer than 10 at start and throughout forfeits the game

 Can not change batting order

⚫ Co-ed 

 10 players, 5 male and 5 female
or

 12 players (2 Extra Players), 6 male – 6 female throughout

 Each gender must bat consecutively through entire batting order

 2M & 2F in outfield, 2m & 2F in infield, M&F pitcher and catcher

⚫ Check local league rules for variations



Batting Order

⚫ The batting order must the same throughout 
the game 
Delivered to the umpire at the beginning of the 

game 

Unless there is a player replaced by a substitute

⚫ The first batter in each inning shall be the 
batter whose name follows the last batter of 
the previous inning

⚫ When a third out is made to end the inning 
before the batter has struck out, the same 
batter will return to bat first in the next inning 
with a 0 and 0 count



Courtesy Runners

⚫Not allowed under ISF rules

⚫However, local rules may permit same 

gender

UK guidelines are:

⚫ Courtesy runner requires opposing captain’s 

agreement

⚫ Batter must bat and reach 1st base

⚫ Should be same-sex player furthest away in batting 

line up



Scoring of Runs

⚫ To score one run, 
a runner must touch...

... in legal
order

⚫ No runs will 
score if the 
3rd out is:
An appeal on a 

forced out

An appeal on a
scored runner

Runners behind the 
appealed runner do not 
score

1st

2nd

3rd

home

plate



Illegal Pitch

⚫ A pitch is illegal when it’s:
 Too high – over 12 feet

 Too low – under 6 feet

 Too fast – in umpire’s judgement

⚫ An illegal pitch is nullified if the 
batter swings or contacts the 
ball

⚫ Procedure
 Call “illegal” the moment it 

becomes illegal

 Signal delayed dead ball

 Ball against pitcher

⚫ For excessive speed
⚫ First offence – Pitcher is warned

⚫ Second offence – Pitcher is 
removed from pitching, but may 
continue to field



Strike Zone

⚫ When assuming natural 

batting stance, space over 

any part of home plate 

between batter’s

Back shoulder

 Front knee

⚫ Ball just needs to “touch” 

strike zone edge



Strike Zone

⚫ Irrespective of where 

the batter is standing 

in the box, the strike 

zone is always:

Back shoulder

Front knee

Over the plate



Balls and Strikes

⚫ A good pitched ball 
that:

 Passes through the 
strike zone

 Not struck at

 Hits the plate 

...is always a ball

⚫ Plate dimensions

⚫ Are the following 

 Balls?
or

 Strikes?

17”

12”

8½”



Intentional Walk

⚫ If the pitcher, catcher or manager desires to walk a batter 
intentionally they notify the plate umpire who shall 
award:
 A female batter first base (co-ed)

 A male batter second base (co-ed) 
⚫ Once a male has been walked to second, the following female 

batter must bat, unless there are two outs, when she can opt to bat 
or walk to first 

⚫ Once this choice is made, by the Female batter either entering the 
batter’s box or touching first base, it cannot be changed

⚫ The notification to the umpire shall be considered a pitch
 The notification can occur at any time while a batter is at bat, 

regardless of the count

⚫ The ball is dead and runners cannot advance unless 
forced



Catcher’s Box
⚫ Catcher must remain in catcher’s 

box until pitched ball is:
 Hit

 Hits the ground or plate

 Reaches catcher’s box

⚫ No part of the catcher must be 
touching the ground outside of the 
box

⚫ Batter’s boxes are not part of the 
Catcher’s box

⚫ Procedure
 Illegal pitch is called 

 Delayed dead ball

⚫ Not always marked!



Batter’s Box

⚫ Do not call “Play Ball” until the 
batter is
 Inside the lines of the batter’s box

⚫ The lines are part of the box

 Ready to receive the ball

⚫ When making contact with the 
ball, the batter’s foot must not be:
 Completely out of the box and on

the ground

 Touching home plate

 Stepped out of the box during the 
pitch and back in

⚫ Procedure
 Batter is out

⚫ Not always marked



Fair & Foul Batted Ball

⚫ Three areas to consider

Infield 

⚫ Where the ball is touched or settles 

Outfield 

⚫ Where the ball is touched or first falls 

The Bases



P

3B

BC

Fair or Foul ?

BR



Basic Signals

Strike

Strike

Time

Foul Ball

Dead Ball

No Pitch

Time

The Count
Strikes – Right

Balls - Left

3 Balls

2 Strikes

BASU would like to acknowledge the 

use of NCAA original material



Basic Signals

Fair Ball

Safe

Safe

Out

Out

Infield-Fly

Infield-Fly

Batter is out



Delayed Dead Ball

⚫ The umpire recognises the 
delayed dead ball situation 
and the ball remains live until 
the conclusion of the play

⚫ There are five situations when 
this is enforced:

 An illegal pitch

 Obstruction

 Catcher’s obstruction

 Detached equipment contacting 
a thrown ball, a pitched ball, 
or a fair-batted ball

 Plate umpire interference

BASU



Batted Ball Hitting Runner

⚫ Situation 1

Ball passes fielder

Ball hits runner

Runner touching base 

⚫ Procedure

Ball remains live

Runner is not out

No signal

1B

R2

BR

2BSS

3B

P



Batted Ball Hitting Runner

⚫ Situation 2
 Fielder beyond line of base

 Ball hits runner

 Runner touching base

⚫ Procedure
 Ball can be dead or alive, 

depending on the position 
of the fielder closest to the base

 If the deflection impedes a fielder 
from making a play 
⚫ ‘Dead Ball’

⚫ Batter to 1st base

⚫ Runners advance if forced

 If fielder is not impeded
⚫ No interference

⚫ Ball is live

⚫ Play continues

⚫ Runner is not out

1B

R2

BR

2BSS

3B

P



Batted Ball Hitting Runner

⚫ Situation 3

Ball passes fielder

Ball hits runner

Runner off base

No other fielder had a 

chance to make an out

⚫ Procedure

No interference

Ball remains live

No signal

Runner is not out

1B

R2

BR

2BSS

3B

P



Batted Ball Hitting Runner

⚫ Situation 4

 Fielder beyond base

Ball hits runner off base

A defensive player would 

have had an opportunity to 

make an out

⚫ Procedure

Ball is dead

Runner is out

Batter-runner awarded 1st

Remaining runners advance 

1 base, only if forced

1B

R2

BR

2BSS

3B

P



Infield Fly

⚫ Conditions for infield fly situation:
 Fewer than 2 outs 

⚫ 0 or 1 outs

 Runners on:
⚫ Both 1st and 2nd

or

⚫ 1st, 2nd and 3rd 

 If ball could be caught by anyone in the in-field with ordinary effort

⚫ Procedure
 Call ‘in-field fly’ when ball is at top of arc

 Raise right arm, with clenched fist, straight up

 Ball is still live

 Runners advance at own risk
⚫ Normal fly ball conditions apply to runners

⚫ If you miss an infield fly and 2 or 3 runners are put out:
 Put all players back

 Call batter out

 Tell captains why



Runner Off Base

⚫ Runners must stay in contact with a base until a 
pitched ball:
 Is batted

Reaches home plate

 Touches the ground

⚫ Procedure
 Call ‘No pitch’

Offending runner is out

Other runners must go back to their starting base

Batter resumes count faced before the pitch

⚫ If this is the 3rd out of an inning, this batter will 
resume as lead-off in next inning with 0 and 0 count



Runner Leaving Early

⚫Runners must stay in contact with or return 

to contact the base they started on until a 

batted ball:

Touches the ground

First touches a fielder

⚫Procedure

Appeal play

Offending runner is out

Other runners keep gained bases



Fielder Batter-Runner

The Safety Base

⚫ There to help prevent 
collisions

⚫ On a play at 1st

 The orange portion is only 
used by the batter-runner

 White only used by the 
fielder

 If fielder is pulled across the 
base by a wild throw, the 
runner can use white portion 
instead

⚫ If no play at 1st

 Batter-runner may use either 
portion

⚫ Runners starting from 
first base must use 
white portion



Over-running 1st Base

⚫ A batter-runner is legally allowed 
to over-run 1st base
 Should use orange part of safety 

base

 The runner may legally turn right or 
left to return to white portion

⚫ If the runner, in the opinion of the 
umpire, makes an attempt to run 
to 2nd:
 They are liable to be tagged out

⚫ Live ball appeal

⚫ Advice
 Wait for appeal to be made

 Do not make it obvious!



Batter-Runner Reversing

⚫ The Batter-runner can not 

step back towards home 

plate to avoid or delay a tag 

by a fielder

⚫ This is a form of 

interference

⚫ Procedure

 ‘Dead Ball’

 The Batter-runner is out



Runner Passing Another Runner

⚫A runner who 

overtakes another 

is out

Ball remains live

R2

R1

BR



Base Line/Base Path 

⚫Distinction

Base Line

⚫ A direct line between 2 bases

Base Path

⚫ A runner’s “natural route” between bases

⚫ Allowed 3 feet either side

⚫ Runner allowed out of base line to avoid fielder 
attempting batted ball

⚫Advise

Pay attention during run downs



Awards

⚫1 Base Awards

4 balls pitched to

⚫ Female batter (Co-Ed)

⚫ Any batter (single sex)

Unintentional carry out of play

Fielder loses possession of ball 
and ball enters dead ball 
territory or becomes blocked    

– e.g. attempted tag

⚫ From the time the ball went dead 
or was blocked

1



Awards

⚫ 2 Base Awards

4 balls pitched to male batter (co-ed)

⚫ Runner advance only if forced

Deflected out of play

Hit ball rolling into dead ball territory, 
landing fair, past line of bases

Bounces over, rolls under or is 
trapped by boundary fence

⚫ ‘Ground Rule Double’

⚫ From time of the pitch

2



Awards

⚫2 Base Awards (cont)

Intentional kick, carry, push or 

thrown dead ball

⚫ From the time the ball went dead

Overthrown out of play or blocked

Fielder intentionally contacts a 

thrown ball with any detached 

equipment

⚫ From the time the ball was thrown

2



Awards

⚫3 Base Awards

Fielder intentionally contacts 

a fair batted ball with any 

detached equipment

⚫ 3 base award is a minimum

⚫ From the time the ball was 

pitched 3



Awards

⚫4 Base Award

Hit clear over boundary fence

⚫ Homerun

⚫ Would have gone over if not 

impeded by detached 

equipment

⚫ From the time the ball was hit 4



?

Awards - General

⚫ For 2 base awards, when 2 runners 

are between bases

Leading runner pulls trailing runner

Between:

⚫ 1st and 2nd – awarded 2nd and 3rd

⚫ 2nd and 3rd – awarded 3rd and home 

⚫Umpire’s judgement as to how 

many bases to award when:

Calling ‘time’ for an injured player

Spectator interference



Q&A

⚫Please feel free to ask any questions

⚫Please complete and submit your feedback 

form


